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H-Net proudly welcomes H-Egypt to its family of nearly 200 networks, now available on the H-Net Commons. Read on and follow the links below for more information about this exciting new network!

H-Egypt

H-Egypt is a digital space and resource that is dedicated to the study of Egypt from the early Islamic period to the present. H-Egypt is governed by and designed for scholars of Egypt who are affiliated with universities and research institutes around the globe, including in Egypt itself. It will serve as the locus of an academic community without a home, and provide scholars of Egypt with a natural home on H-Net. It also aims to bridge a gap between scholars in Egypt, mainly writing in Arabic, and those abroad. In addition to publishing latest news and information in the field, H-Egypt team manage, compile, and regularly post lists of available research and teaching resources; monitor leading academic journals and publishing houses for recent articles and books on Egypt; keep our subscribers up to date with ongoing and upcoming scholarly events such as conferences, book talks, workshops, call for papers, roundtables, lectures, etc.; and share any postings on H-Job that may be relevant to our subscribers.

H-Egypt Editorial Staff

Bayan Abubakr, Yale University
Mina Ibrahim, University of Giessen-Germany & The International Graduate Center for the Study of Culture (GCSC)
Tamara Maatouk, Graduate Center, CUNY

H-Egypt Advisory Board

Beth Baron, Graduate Center, CUNY
Hoda Elsadda, Cairo University
All H-Egypt content is freely accessible at: https://networks.h-net.org/h-egypt

You can contact the editors of H-Egypt here: editorial-egypt@mail.h-net.org

A free account and subscription are required in order to receive discussion posts by email for all of our networks. For assistance with creating accounts and managing subscriptions on the H-Net Commons:

For instructions to create an account in the Commons go to: https://networks.h-net.org/node/905/pages/943/getting-started.

For instructions on subscribing to H-Egypt go to: https://networks.h-net.org/node/905/pages/965/subscribing-or-unsubscribing-network

For tutorials and assistance in using the H-Net Commons, visit H-Net's Help Desk: https://networks.h-net.org/help-desk

H-Egypt is owned by H-Net, Humanities and Social Sciences Online. H-Net is a nonprofit, tax-exempt international network of scholars in the humanities and social sciences that creates and coordinates electronic networks, using a variety of media, and with a common objective of advancing humanities and social science teaching and research. H-Net was created to provide a positive, supportive, equalitarian public environment for the friendly exchange of ideas and scholarly resources. It is hosted by the Department of History at Michigan State University.

For more information about H-Net, point your web browser to: http://www.h-net.org/about.